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Closing thoughts based on some of 
the talks, with a few provocative 
statements to get the discussion 

going
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MC: Push for greater pert. control

POWHEG is the word! (NLO + PS)
Emanuele Re

Matching of parton shower 
to NLO (one virtual plus one 
real correction) is clearly  
theoretically attractive.

Probably still some details in
the implementation to be 
cleared up.

POWHEG is a powerful method, and 
it is an implementation.



MC: Push for greater pert. control

POWHEG is the word! (NLO + PS)

M Seymour

The POWHEG method has also 
been implemented by the Herwig++
authors. They are investigating 
differences in results compared to the implementation by POWHEG authors.



MC: Push for greater pert. control

POWHEG is the word! (NLO + PS)
F. Siegert

The POWHEG method is also
implemented in SHERPA.

SHERPA also implements a 
method for matching the parton
shower to both NLO and high
multiplicity tree-level
(MENLOPS).



Checking the MC description

● Hard, perturbative corrections (extra jets)
● Shower domain (shower profiles and large 

ratios of transverse momenta)
● Underlying event, multiple interactions,...

Would like to check each component 
independently. Will discuss first a possibility for 
checking the shower, then observables 
sensitive to the description of additional hard 
emissions.



Analytic resm. to check shower?

A. Banfi



Analytic resm. to check shower?

A. Banfi



Checking Hard Corrections

Michael Begel





Selection A and B is not just a question 
of the definition of the rapidity 
difference. The cut on the average jet 
pt of most forward/backward jet 
(selection B) selects events with one 
very hard forward and a soft backward 
jet. The large range of transverse 
scales improves the approximations of 
the shower. Particularly true for large 
<pt>. Expectations: Large <pt>: 
Shower is good. Small <pt> (or rather, 
jets of similar pt) and large y: Shower 
not so good.





Count jets above 20GeV
in-between the two hardest in rapidity,
for a fixed rapidity difference, as a
function of the average pt of the two
hardest jets. The harder the jets, the
more (soft)  radiation (shower evolution)

Count jets above 20GeV in-between the two 
hardest jets, for fixed average pt of these two 
jets.





Good agreement between High Energy Jets and 
data, especially for small <pt> - i.e. in the bulk of 
the cross section, when the jets are of similar 
transverse momenta. Too much radiation 
predicted by POWHEG+HERWIG? Related to 
issue with implementation? Significant difference 
between POWHEG+(HERWIG/PYTHIA)





For very large <pt> compared to the jet scale, 
the shower resummation is clearly important. 
HEJ with-out a shower undershoots the amount 
of much softer radiation in-between jets.

POWHEG+HERWIG overshoots, in particular for 
large rapidity spans. POWHEG+PYTHIA trails 
data. Better than pure PYTHIA?





CMS measurement of the pt-spectrum in 
a dijet sample, requiring a central, and a 
forward jet, both above 35GeV. The 
difference in the pt-spectrum of the 
(hardest) central and the (hardest) 
forward jet is obviously due to radiation 
beyond the partonic 2->2 process.

Presented at DIS2011









Pythia seems to predict too steep a pt-
spectrum for the forward jets. Large 
difference between POWHEG+
(HERWIG/PYTHIA) a little surprising. 
Due to modelling of non-perturbative 
effects (i.e. where the POWHEG 
matching does not help, at least not until 
a re-tune has been performed)?
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